PONCA 21 VS WAYNE 45
103-PONCA OPEN
112-PONCA OPEN
119-JONATHAN LARSEN -won by open
125-RILEY KOEPPE-lost to Roman Roberts fall 1:33
130-PONCA OPEN-to Garret Vawser
135-ALEX MARKWORTH-won by open
140-VASEAN MARKWORTH-lost to Logan Owens fall 3:28
145-NATHAN UHL-pinned Collin Loberg fall 1:36
152-CJ TRUSTY-lost to Aaron Luschen dec. 11-14
160-PONCA OPEN-to Riley McManus
171-PONCA OPEN-to Jared Klassen
189-PONCA OPEN-to Drew Loberg
215-PONCA OPEN-to Shawn Davie
285-JOSH WATCHORN-defeated Jorge Dunklau dec. 6-5
EX-140-Andrew Larsen lost to Blake Reppert (Pen) fall 4:00

PONCA 15 VS WISNER-PILGER 53
103-PONCA OPEN-to William Breitkreutz
112-PONCA OPEN-to Jarrett Sindelar
119-JONATHAN LARSEN-lost to Lucas Wiechman maj dec. 1-15
125-RILEY KOEPPE-lost to Austin Halstead fall 5:29
130-PONCA OPEN-to Luke Evans
135-ALEX MARKWORTH-lost to Parker Ruskamp fall 1:17
140-VASEAN MARKWORTH-lost to Aaron Sandall fall 5:57
145-NATHAN UHL-defeated Neil Seier dec. 8-3
152-CJ TRUSTY-pinned Ethan Otmeier fall 4:52
160-PONCA OPEN-to Brieson Jensen
171-PONCA OPEN-to Garrett Borgett
189-BOTH OPEN
215-BOTH OPEN
285-JOSH WATCHORN-won by Open
EX-140-Andrew Larsen defeated Alex Brahmer (W-P) Tech Fall 16-1

PONCA 16 VS PENDER 55
103-BOTH OPEN
112-PONCA OPEN-to Tyler Thomsen
119-JONATHAN LARSEN-defeated Garrett Bowder maj dec. 11-0
125-RILEY KOEPPE-lost to Austin Rutar fall 1:50
130-PONCA OPEN-to Cory Sebade
135-ALEX MARKWORTH-pinned Anton Hakansson fall 1:35
140- NATHAN UHL-lost to Jase Johnson dec. 0-6
145- CJ TRUSTY-lost to Ben Burmeister maj dec. 1-10
152-PONCA OPEN-to Klint Conroy
160-PONCA OPEN-to Levi Heese
171-PONCA OPEN-Brant Peters
189-PONCA OPEN-to Beaux Rediger
215-PONCA OPEN-to Jason Wragge
285-JOSH WATCHORN-pinned Connor Albus fall 1:19
Ex-140-Vasean Markworth lost to Robbie Thomsen (Pen) fall 1:49

PONCA 22 VS OMAHA BYRAN JV 24
103-BOTH OPEN
112-BOTH OPEN
119-JONATHAN LARSEN-won by Open
125-RILEY KOEPPE-lost to TJ Scheef fall 1:20
130-PONCA OPEN-to Santiago Gross
135-ALEX MARKWORTH-lost to Michael Juan dec. 10-15
140-ANDREW LARSEN-won by Open
145-NATHAN UHL-defeated Andres Gross maj. dec. 16-4
152-CJ TRUSTY-lost to Beau DeWitt dec. 3-6
160-BOTH OPEN-
171-BOTH OPEN
189-PONCA OPEN- TO SEAN QUINN
215-BOTH OPEN
285-JOSH WATCHORN- pinned Ben Micek Fall 2:50
Ex-140-Vasean Markworth lost to Blake Reppert (Pen) fall 1:49

PONCA 21 VS OMAHA CREIGHTON PREP JV 40
103-PONCA OPEN-to Harlan Hansen
112-PONCA OPEN-to Curtis Pelster
119-JONATHAN LARSEN-lost to Patrick Fisher dec. 6-10
125-RILEY KOEPPE-won by Open
130-PONCA OPEN-to Jake Fischer
135-ALEX MARKWORTH-pinned Marshall Lane fall :25
140-ANDREW LARSEN-lost to Ethan Larmon maj. dec. 6-16
145-NATHAN UHL-lost to Peter Mainelli dec. 1-3
152-CJ TRUSTY-defeated Taylor Shirk dec. 4-2
160-PONCA OPEN-to Jon Weber
171-PONCA OPEN-to Mitchell Pendergast
189-BOTH OPEN
215-BOTH OPEN
285-JOSH WATCHORN-won by Open
Ex-140-Andrew Larsen lost to Robbie Thomsen (Pen) fall 1:32
EX-285-Eli Markworth pinned Erric Cole (Omaha BryanJV) fall :34

Josh Watchorn remains undefeated moving to 15-0 keeping his #1 ranking in D-2. He will see some very tough competition at Oakland Craig as several other ranked C & D wrestlers will be there. Wrestling at O-C starts at 9am, Fiinals will start around 5pm. The rest of the team is wrestling better, we still have some things to correct with each wrestler. We need to finish matches stronger, not give up easy points, and stay in safe/good position. We have just 5 more reg season meets prior to districts on Feb. 12th &13th @ Stanton.